Reading Report of Greedy Algorithms for Signal Recovery
(ECE 695, Reading Assignment VI, Spring 2018)
Overview of the Paper
In this paper, we analyze a class of algorithms called greedy algorithms that are used to solve the lo min
imization problem. Greedy algorithms find application in signal recovery applications as they are simple
and easy to implement. The Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) is the poster child for greedy algorithms.
Matching Pursuit (MP),Weak Matching Pursuit (WMP) and thresholding are some of the variants of OMP
that improve the speed of computation of the solution at the cost of accuracy.

Key Ideas & Assumptions
In [1][2], Tropp states some conditions that need to be satisfied by the measurement matrix for OMP to be
able to recover the sparse signal from the measurements given.
1. Exact Recovery Condition This condition states that if the columns of our matrix A can be
partitioned into 2 mutually exclusive sets, where set </> corresponds to the columns that make up
the basis for the sparse signal and the set 1/J, then max,t,llr/>+1/Jll 1 < 1. In other words the sparsest
representation of our signal is unique and OMP will not pick the wrong column. It is NP hard to
calculate the above parameter because we do not know the support apriori. However,ERC is said to
hold if the solution obtained satisfies llxllo < ½(l + {�)),which is the same condition we developed in
µ
our lectures. Also note,µ can be easily computed. In other words,columns of A should be statistically
independent.
2. Restricted Isometry Property This property states that if the solution x is s-sparse,and As is a
m x s sub-matrix of A, then A s is nearly orthogonal and the extremal eigenvalues of A; As are close
to 1.
3. It has been shown in literature,that i.i.d Gaussian Matrices and Bernoulli Matrices satisfy the above 2
properties and can be used to recover the actual signals with high probability under certain conditions
on the sparsity and the number of measurements. For an i.i.d Gaussian matrix A E IRmxn ,to recover
a k sparse signal from noiseless measurements,m 2:: Cklog(n). Similarly for a Bernoulli matrix,
m 2". Ck 2 log(n). This answers the question of how many measurements.

Results & Comments
Performance of Greedy Algorithms For the noiseless case, the greedy algorithms were run for a mea
surement matrix A E IR256 x 102 4 for different sparsity levels. The graph below summarizes the results for
this simulation over 100 iterations. The y axis tells us what percentage of the columns identified by the
greedy algorithm are correct. We can see that for the Bernoulli matrix,the rate of decay of MP and Thresh
olding is much higher than the Gaussian matrix, this could be attributed to the fact that the number of
measurements needed for Bernoulli is proportional to k 2 log(n) vs klog(n) for Gaussian matrices.But the
OMP performance remains relatively similar for both cases. If we just analyze the performance of OMP,we
see that when the sparsity level = 60 is the limiting case for the algorithm. For k > 60, we start seeing the
performance degrade in both cases. To validate the constraint for number of measurements,I substituted k
= 60,n = 1024, m = 256 in m 2". Cklog(n) for the Gaussian case and m 2". Ck 2 log(n) for the Bernoulli
case and solved for the constant C. Cgaussian = 0.6155,Cb ernoulli = 0.01 . Now I did a reverse calculation
to check if my number of measurements (m) were reduced by a factor of 0.5 (m = 128),what is the highest
sparsity my solution can have so that it can be faithfully recovered. kg auss = 30,k ber = 43. I repeated the
simulations for 100 iterations with and Figure 2 shows the results of this simulation. The simulations show
that for both cases OMP accurately recovers the support for k :S 20, which is a bit off from the estimated
values. I am not sure why the Bernoulli matrix has a quadratic dependence on k for MP and Thresholding,
but a linear dependence on k for OMP.

Greedy algorithms
(ECE 695, Reading Assignment 06, Spring 2018)
Overview

The greedy algorithms considered in this reading assignment, deals wit,h sparse approximaUon algorithms
which finds sparse representations by comput,ing the best matching project,ions of mult,idimensional dat,a ont,o
the span of an over-complet,e dictionary in poly nomial time. These algorit,hms choose the locally opt,imal
single-term updates, one at, a time, t,hat maximally reduces t,he approximat,ion error by finding t,he at,om
that has the largest inner product wit,h the signal, subtracting t,he approximat,ion using that, al,om from t,he
signal and repeating the process until t,he signal is decomposed, such that the norm of t,he residual is small.

Key Ideas

min llxllo s.t. Ax= b: x E IR",A E rn,mxn, b E IR "'

(1)

X

The overall idea is 1,o solve (1) in polynomial time, to get a sparse representation wit,h a support set of
the columns that mat,ches t,he observation. Starting from an initial solut,ion, x 0 = 0, the greedy algorithms
iteratively const,rncts an approximate solution x k, by maintaining a support set comprising of a set, of active
columns, which is expanded by one column at each stage, starting initially fr om 0 = ¢. The variants of
l'vlatching P ursuit, algorit,hms finds the ,best column, one at a time, that maximally reduces Urn approximation
error, while the t,hresholding algorithm does this in a single st,ep. Aft,er constrnct,ing an approximate solution
including the new column, the residual 1 2 error is evaluat,ed and if it now falls below a specified t,hreshold,
t,he algorithm terminates. The different variants offer improvements in either accuracy and/or complexit,y.
I would now describe and compare the implementation of t,he different greedy algorithms, step by st,ep.
Sweep : Let, aj be t.he/" column of A and the residual be defined as c(j) = min,; llaJZj - r ,.. _, 11 2 .All
the greedy algorithms considered, deal with the same first step. The residual errors for all the columns are

s

computed using the optimal zj = aj;���i • The sweep is sto�ped when la;�:�� �'I � qr 1.- - 1 11 2, for 0 < /. < 1 in
1
1
\i\leak MP, for computational efficiency.
Update Support : For the two Matching Pursuit variants, OMP and l'vIP t,he support, is formed by
selecting a new column, at each iteration, that minimizes the residual and thus j* = arg minNs,·-1 c(j) and
the support S k = s k -t U {j*}. For computational efficiency, the update support is relaxed by choosing
any index that is factor t E (O, 1] away from the optimal choice and is updated with j*, found in the sweep
stage for weak l'vIP. The thresholding algorithm directly chooses k columns for S with cardinality k, with
the smallest c(j), based on the first projection alone s.t c(j) :::; min;(lSk c(i).
Update Provisional Solution : For 01\IIP and the thresholding algorithm, x"' = min II Ax - hilt
subject to su.pport{x} = s 1.- . In the rvIP and Weak MP variants, rather than solving a Least-Squares for
re-evaluating all the coefficients in x, the coefficients of the 5 1.·- 1 original entries remain unchanged, and the
current coefficient that refers to t,he new member j' E 5 1.· is chosen as zj, and t,he conesponding updates arc
made by the steps : x ,.. = x"·- 1 and x k (j') = x k' (j') + zj.
This step is only applicable for the l\fatching Pursuit variants and not for
Update Residual :
the thresholding algorithm. For OMP, the residual is updated as r ,.. = b - Ax"· and the columns of As, is
orthogonal to t,he residue r k . For MP and vVeak MP, the residual is updated as r"' = b- Ax�·= r l.·-1-z;,aj'·
1

Comments

My experiments demonstrate a comparative behavior of the different algorithms, I implemented in MATLAB.
I created a random matrix A E ffi.60 x ' 00 with normalized entries from a normal distribution. Sparse vectors
x E JR 100 are generated with a number of random spikes (N11 ,) in the range of [1,25] (F igure Fl to FG) and
b = Ax is computed. For each cardinality or the number of non-zeros (N,,,), the results are averaged over
500 experiments. The metrics used for comparison are similar to section 3.1. 7 in [l], defined as follows :
' 2
'
'
.
max{ISI,
ISU - IS' n SI
llx - :11
clist(S, S)=
fo error=
llxllmax{ISI, ISi}
The / 2 error, gives us a measure of how close the approximate solution (x) is to the true solution (x).
However, this does not represent if the support set, is recovered properly and hence the error probabilit,y in
support set clisl(S, S) gives us a measure of the extent, to which the support set is recovered. A higher value
indicates non-overlapping Sand S, represent,ing a lower success rate in detecting the support. and vice-versa.
The algorithms are repeated k times, until the residual is below a ce1tain threshold (llr"'II� < 0.0001).

Re ading Re port of Greedy Algorithms
(ECE 695, Reading Assignment 06, Spring 2018)
Overview of the Paper
For this report we arc discussing greedy algorithms. The goal of these algorithms is to solve Lo minimization
problems by finding local optima (with respect to the L 2 norm) repeatedly in order to find the global
optimum. The algorithms are (in descending order of performance and computation time): Orthogonal
Matching Pursuit (OMP), Matching Pursuit (MP), Weak-Matching Pursuit (Weak-MP), and Thresholding.

Key Ideas
The goal of greedy algorithms is to solve L o minimization, the Lo norm indicates the number of non-zero
elements in x for Ax = b. They arc called greedy because they find the best solution in the short term. This
might not be the overall best solution, but the appeal is that they arc cheap to compute.
All of the algorithms are united by the assumption that x has a (small) number of non-zero value in it. If
it only has one non-zero value, b can be expressed in terms of some column of A and some scalar value. We
can determine which column to choose by minimizing E(j) = minz;lla1z 1 - bll2 , where ai is the jth column
7'

of A and z1 = :: �� (found by taking the derivative of E(j) and solving for Zj when the derivative is set to
11 1
0 for the minimum). It may not be the case that x has one non-zero value, in such a case b would be linear
combination of a number of columns of A in proportion to the number of non-zero values in x. In such a
case, it would be cost-prohibitive to find the columns through brute force. This is where the "greediness"
comes in. Ily repeatedly finding columns that minimize c(j) locally, we can create a set of columns, known
as a support S, that gets closer to minimizing c(j) globally. The process of iteratively adding to S stops once
we are satisfied with our approximation of x. That is, the residual of the L 2 norm of our approximation is
within some threshold to. While the algorithms arc based on these ideas, they have variations that "relax"
conditions for faster computation time (i.e. a tradcoff between accuracy and speed).
OMP tends to be the most accurate but takes the most time. It approximates x at the kth iteration by
computing x k = argminxes llAx - bll 2 = (AI.As ·)- 1 Ar.b. It keeps adding columns of A to S until the
L2 norm of the kth residual 1· k = b - Ax k is below t0. MP tries to speed up computation by using xk -l to
compute x k as xj = xJ- 1 + zj. This way we only update x based on the most recent coefficient added to S
instead of using all elements of S to update x at each iteration. Because we only update one coefficient, the
residual r k is computed as r k = b - Ax k = r k-l - z;a; since we only care about updating one column each
iteration. Weak-MP adds on to the simplifications of MP by making it so we don't have to find the local
minimum of e(j) over all columns in A to find the next element of S. Rather, we stop search for this next
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clement once
11 2 2'.tllr -!11 2 , wheret is a predetermined tolerance level between O and 1. This may not
be the best choice to be added to S, but that means there is less time taken to find each support element.
Thresholding is the most unlike the other three methods. Its name refers to the fact that we place a
"threshold" on the amount of columns we include in the support based on those which y ield the smallest
e(j). W ith all these elements in the support S, it forms its estimate of x in a manner similar to OMP as
x k = argmin x 3s llAx - bll 2 = (AI.As ·)-1 Ar.b. Like, t the threshold value k is a parameter chosen before
execution, though the algorithm could be nm with successive values of k until the approximation error is
less than some value similar to to (k is referred to ask in other literature but I didn't want to confuse it with
the k used to denote the iteration number). Thresholding performs worse than the other three methods but
is also the cheapest to compute.

Comments
One of the things I wanted. to examine was the effect oft and k for Weak-MP. and Thresholding. Of course,
one would expect the estimate accuracy (aud runtime) to increase as k iucrcascs andt decreases. Dut I was
wondering by how much they improve. Is the improvement gained by a low t or high k really worth it? Or

Reading Report of Elad.
(ECE 695, Reading Assignment 06, Spring 2018)
Overview of the Paper
The chapter discusses several algorithms for solving the pursuit problem. The first method is called
orthogonal-matching pursuit(OYIP) that uses a sweep procedure to find supports throughout iteratio11s.
The second method matching pursuit(:V!P) is slightly easier and updates the solution only based on the sup
port found in the current iteration. The third method is called weak matching pursuit(W:v!P) that simply
reduce the amount of computation for the sweep procedure by introducing a threshold for stop. The last
method is called the thresholding algorithm that only does the projection once which quite resembles a single
iteration of the O:VIP algorithm.

Key Ideas of the Paper
The 0:VIP algorithm mainly focuses on the constraint Ax = b of the problem. The constraint basically
states the observed vector b is a linear combination of the column vectors on the matrix A. \Vith the goal
of minimizing the lo and the sparsity property of x in mind, it becomes clear that we ca11 simply find the
least amount of column vectors in A such that their linear combination is close to b. The key procedure for
this process is a method for determining which columns should be used as the building block for b. These
columns are called support. In 0:VIP the support is found during each iteration in a way that could minimize
the residual of the problem, which makes perfect sense. One key difference among O:VIP and other methods
is that the supports found in the past are also stored and used to calculate a provisional solution, which is
basically the solution of a subproblem. In other words, O:VIP uses the sparsity property of x to reduce the
original problem into a smaller problem and the finds the corresponding solution of the subproblem instead.
The solution of the subproblem is naturally a good solution for the original problem because of the sparsity
property of x we assume.
The :VIP method is quite similar to the O:V!P except that it only compensate the solution with using the
support found in the current solution. The amount of support is then determined so that it can compensate
the residual found in the previous iteration. So in this case, we don't need to solve for a subproblem for each
iteration, however we are in some sense ignoring the previous supports and putting more weights on newly
found supports. Although it might be okay since old supports were already added to the solution in earlier
iterations.
The W:V!P is just a variation of the ;v1P algorithm that puts an stop to the sweeping procedure when
a c andidate for support is found be above a threshold for compensating the residual. Obviously, the sweep
procedure could stop before the best support is found, however for speed considerations, this might be a
better choice. So in other words, this greedy algorithm is greedy for time but not for the actual performance
in the results. And when the threshold is high, we would expect the performance of \V:VIP to be very close
to :VIP algorithm.
The thresholding algorithm is much more simple and run much faster than the others since it is not
iterative. It is kind of like a single iteration of the O:VIP algorithm, however the supports are found only
during the first projection of b to the vector space of A. vVe would expect this thresholding algorithm to
perform the worst among the four discussed especially when there is strong noise present in b.

Comments
The experiments I ran is a restoration problem with A being a partial OCT matrix, and noise with a sigma
of 0.01 is also present. As we can see in the figures, the S;\"n is sort of low, meaning a noisy observation.
The best performing algorithm is the O:V!P. This is not surprising since it constantly adjusts the support set
based on previous residual and recalculates the sub optimization problem for every iteration. It also only
has a single parameter used as a stopping criteria.
Similarly, the :VIP algorithm also just have the same parameter for stopping criteria, but its performance
is obviously lacking behind 0:VIP visually. The biggest problem seems to be the lack of sparsity in the result

Reading Report of: Greedy Pursuit Algorithms by Elad
(ECE 695, Reading Assignment 01, Spring 2018)
Overview of the Algorithms
In this work we discuss greedy algorithms to solve the sparsity optimization
(Po):

min llxllo
X

s.t

Ax=b.

(1)

As the e-O norm produces a discontinuous and non-convex nature of the problem, it is in general much harder
to solve than for example the equivalent e-1 norm problem. In many cases the exact and exhaustive search for
the solution of P0 is not necessary when approximate, greedy solutions can be good enough while yielding far
superior computation times. Cnder certain conditions on the sparsity of the ground truth and the nature of
the A-matrix the solution with these greedy algorithms can still be exact. The discussed algorithms generally
can be decomposed into first finding the locations of the non-zero entries and subsequently finding the values
of these entries.

Key Ideas
The key idea behind these greedy approaches is that the finding the solution of Po would be easy to find if the
support set, Swas known. Then the solution can be found using straightforward least squares:
x

= arg min IIAsx - bll

(2)

2

where the columns (A s )1 are O when j � Sand (A s )j = (A)j when j E 5'. As mentioned above the algorithms
have an entry selection and an entry estirnation, which these algorithms differ in to a higher or lesser degree.
Entry Selection: The pursuit algorithms-orthogonal (0:.1IP), (:.VIP), and weak (W:.VIP)-select the non-zero
coordinates iteratively while the Thresholding (TH) algorithm selects them in one step. While the O:VIP and
:.VIP algorithms consider every possible coordinate as a candidate for selection and chooses the best one, the
WYIP selects the first coordinate that is good enough. Here best and good enough are meant in a greedy and
local fashion.
Entry Estimation: The OMP algorithm computes the best values for the selected coordinates every time
the support set is updated. That is, if at some point the support set is correct the algorithm will necessarily
estimate the correct solution. In the :.ilP algorithm the update of the support set will respect the previously
estimated coordinates and only change the coordinate that has been added to the support set. This speeds up
the estimation step of :.VIP but may possibly result an inferior quality of the solution. The TH algorithm as a
vastly different selection scheme, however once the selection has occurred, it proceeds the same as the O:V!P
algorithm, which may be an advantage compared to MP and WMP if the selection were hypothetically correct.

Comments
For my experiments I wanted to address the claim that the algorithms tread the cost-quality trade-off. In rny
numerical analysis I am going to focus on how the precision of the solution and the computation time change
with respect to differing levels of sparsity.
The A-matrix I used is an m x n = 200 x 300 random matrix with unit variance columns. The random
vector, x is a binary vector ( { 0, l}) and there is no noise. To gain a fairer comparison between the performance
of the algorithms I decided to terminate the pursuit algorithms when the size of the support set is equal to the
number of non-zeros (�:\"Z) 1.
As a post-processing step I chose to threshold the estimate, x such that
and
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1 made this decision because when the :VIP and W:VIP algorithms fail to find the solution exactly, they would iterate until ISi =
(num . non-zeros) which yields a high computation time. This result seerned misleading as the \,IP and \<V:V!P are faster algorithms
than O\,JP when used appropriately.

